
 

On December 17, 2014, YouTuber skrastins uploaded the song "7 Swords" to their account. The video was viewed over two
million times before its upload date. As of April 23, 2015, 906,587 views had been recorded on the video. The song reached
number one on the UK Singles Chart and won the Sunday Times Music Award for Best Song of 2014."Skrastin's YouTube
channel has almost 2 million subscribers and 238m views." This article discusses what factors contributed to "7 Swords"
reaching such an astounding level of success in 2014. It then goes into detail about who Skrastin is, his YouTube channel
subscribers and viewership figures across genres. Finally, it ends by drawing some conclusions about the future of the YouTube
music scene. "7 Swords" originated on YouTube. The song was written and created by British YouTuber "skrastins", who is
known for his game music remixes and arrangements of popular songs. One of his most popular singles, "7 Swords", quickly
gained popularity on YouTube, amassing over two million views within its first sixteen days of posting. It reached number one
on the UK Singles Chart in December 2014.

I love how this guy is able to find all these great ‘lost’ Sega gems that are pretty much unheard of but they sound amazing when
filtered through his own electronica style. The whole style of this video is really captivating and the arrangement done by the
band is really good. One of the best videos I have seen in ages, just love it. Really well put together not to mention all the sounds
made are all original and work really well together. I guess 7 Swords just got released last month but it’s already one of the most
viewed videos on YouTube, so I’m guessing people are interested in this particular remix? Well, I guess true true yet i dont think
i've heard anything like seven swords so far. The sounds are not like anything else ive heard before, trust me, its quite unique.
This is the best video i’ve watched over the internet. I’m saying this because i've heard all the remixes on youtube before but it’s
just that skrastins’s remix is amazing! It really stands out from the rest of the remixes that are on YouTube. And it also doesn't
sound or feel like amateur work considering how professionally it was done. The arrangement is great too so I think he deserves
a gold star. i love this song so much!!! i don't understand what all of you are talking about.. there's absolutely nothing original in
this song.. it's obviously a mix between old skool and trance. i really don't get what you guys are talking about...Skrastin is one
of the most popular musicians of his generation,I'm sure people who listen to this song will love it. this single is fantastic.. it's an
original sound..i think that the mixture of dubstep and trance is really good. i'm a enthusiastic fan of electronic music and i
LOVE this song. 7 Swords by Skrastin is a great song overall, I love how the vocals fit so well with the music.
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